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Common Security Requirements – Encircle Qualifications
1. The Provider must have a documented Incident Response Plan that includes immediate notification
to customer upon qualification of a breach
Yes, Encircle has a documented Incident Response plan in place today with notifications set to be
issued within 4 hours of any incident.
2. The Provider must ensure that all Provider personnel with access to the service systems are trained
and qualified to operate the systems that provide the service. Each provider employee must be
provided sufficient security awareness training. Provider employees must have signed
confidentiality and conflict of interest agreements.
Yes, Encircle employees with access to the system are trained and qualified to do so. All employees are
under confidentiality and conflict of interest agreements with the company.
3. The Provider must have a dedicated and qualified, accountable individual named as the privacy
officer
Mike Kirkup, CTO, also acts as the privacy officer of the company.
4. The Provider must demonstrate that they have a robust change management capability for the
systems providing the service.
Encircle has a robust change management process in place to ensure that only validated software is
released from development to staging and then ultimately to production.
5. The Provider must demonstrate commitment to best practices for enterprise architecture including
the implementation of a tiered architecture for the services delivered.
The Encircle platform is multi-tiered and our server infrastructure is also multi-tiered.
6.

The Provider must demonstrate that they have a web application security assessment performed
(internally or externally) for the services provided as appropriate.
Encircle is currently in the process of having an external penetration test performed on our
infrastructure. We will be happy to provide any customer with a copy of the final report.
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7. All user credentials maintained by the Provider must be protected with the currently accepted
encryption controls. Passwords must be hashed and only the hashes stored on a separate system
from the application. Password management for self-service reset requires user authentication using
known information (email or phone number).
Encircle has chosen to protect user credentials using bcrypt (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bcrypt) as
our research shows it is more secure and reliable for generating keys from passwords.
8. The Provider must store confidential material in an encrypted form while not processing it.
Acceptable encryption algorithms are AES256 and higher or other NIST approved algorithms. Key
Management processes and policies must be in place.
All data is encrypted via TLS during transit and encrypted for backups via AES. Data in the database
would remain in the processing state and would not be encrypted.
9. The Provider is expected to operate a centralized monitoring and logging solution to manage Security
information and events (SIEM).
Encircle does not currently have a centralized monitoring and logging solution in place today but rather
is leveraging a number of tools to provide monitoring and logging. We are investigating the effort
involved to move towards a centralized solution.
10. The Provider must have a policy and practice in place to ensure that the systems composing the
solution delivering service is patched regularly and maintained at an N-1 state.
Confirmed. Encircle ensures patches are regularly performed and maintained.
11. The Provider must ensure that physical security of their data center and all office space is sufficient
to control access to the sites. Only authorized personnel are to be permitted access.
Encircle’s infrastructure is hosted on the Microsoft Azure platform where only key employees of
Microsoft are provided with physical access to the servers. Documentation can be retrieved from
Microsoft to confirm their processes as necessary.
12. The Provider must inform clients of the location (Country, State/Province/District, and city) of the
data centers where data is to be stored and processed.
Encircle’s servers are currently located in the “Canada East” zone of Microsoft Azure.
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